Vaccination with peptides from MHC class II beta chain hypervariable region causes allele-specific suppression of EAE.
In our earlier studies we showed that successful immunotherapy of EAE in SJL/J mice can be achieved either by the use of antibodies to MHC class II antigens or by vaccination with synthetic peptide analogs of the beta chain of MHC class II molecules. We proposed that inhibition of EAE following vaccination with synthetic peptides derived from the beta chain of mouse I-A, was in part due to the generation of auto-anti-MHC class II antibodies that interfered with T cell sensitization. In our present study we show that suppression of EAE following vaccination results in poor sensitization of MBP reactive T cells, and that the lack of immune response is allele-specific. In F1(SJL(I-AS) x Balb/cI-Ad) mice, in which susceptibility to EAE is linked closely to the I-AS allele, vaccination with peptides from beta chain of I-AS results in inhibition of proliferative response to MBP and prevents the development of EAE. Vaccination with peptide from the beta chain of I-Ad did not affect either the development of immune response to MBP or the induction of EAE, indicating allele-specific suppression. Since global immunosuppression is not induced by vaccination with I-A peptides, we propose that this strategy can be extended to human autoimmune diseases wherein a clear association between certain MHC class II alleles and autoimmune disease is evident.